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ON THE RESTRICTION OF THE LIQUOR ON THE NIKOLAEVSKAYA RAILWAY [1] 

 

The problem of alcoholism in the society today is very relevant, the state, the public and 

many organizations strongly fight this scourge. But as you know, new is well forgotten old. And 

19th century was not an exception to this.  

The opening of traffic in Nikolaevskaya (nowadays Octiabrskaya) railway, has provided 

great opportunities not only in terms of faster delivery of goods and people, but also for related 

businesses. The last place was taken by the sale of alcoholic beverages. Fishing this was very 

common, as guarantee for traders massive profits. In order to streamline and control of fisheries, 

the government of Alexander II adopted the Charter on drinking charges, and in 1863 in the 

Russian Empire launched an excise system [2].  

In paragraph 320 of this Charter was determined that with the exception of warehouses and 

hotels at the post stations, it was forbidden to have: 1) throughout the railroad no places retail 

sales of spirits (including tavern, Inns) closer than a hundred “sazhens” from the main path of the 

railway in both sides (1 “sazhen”, fathom – 2.1 m); 2) from the station buildings at the railway 

stations in the cities all sorts of drinking establishments closer to 60 fathoms, and tavern 

establishments closer to 30 fathoms.; 3) “Posads” (small town), towns, villages and other places, 

all sorts of drinking establishments within 100 fathoms.; tavern establishments and Inns closer to 

30 fathoms. On railway stations it was supposed only selling in bulk in cupboards [3]. 

In General, the law was far from perfect, what soon became clear from the practice. 

In this regard, the Moscow chief of police has not found other exit how to report to the 

Minister of Finance M. Kh. Rautern, which, in turn, forwarded this message to the Minister of 

communications A. I. Delvig. 18 Jul 1870 came the reply, in which he generally repeated the 

main provisions of paragraph 320 of the Charter: for Railways where there are no buildings, the 

minimum distance from the main railway track is 100 fathoms.; In the places where there are 

buildings, drinking establishments must comply with a distance of 60 fathoms., and restaurants 

and Inns to 30 fathoms. The “Posads” is not permitted the device of pubs closer to 100 fathoms. 

from the structure, and the taverns and Inns closer to 30 fathoms. 

But the chief of police of Moscow N.U. Arapov did not share the position of Minister of 

Railways. He believed that the shopkeepers to open their shops and restaurants with alcohol not 

so much in the vicinity of stations, how much for the whole rail journey. Because the allowed 

distance from the main road less than 100 fathoms. This may entail irreparable consequences, 

since the backlog of trains from the schedule, ending human victims. Thus, the police believed 



that it was necessary to prohibit the opening of drinking establishments throughout the way, and 

allow only the landside restaurants (which, as you know, was not the pubs) [4].  

In the discussion of this issue took part in the Council of communications and the head of 

the Moscow-Kursk railway Klewicki and called for the preservation of specified distances. 

However, the Minister Delvig believed that this may cause in practice certain difficulties. For 

example, such a considerable distance from the stations, pubs, more like "dry law". Mainly, the 

Minister of communications prevails about the sobriety of its employees, noting that the injuries 

associated with drunkenness near the railway, is not a rare phenomenon. However, he agreed 

with the opinion of the Minister of Finance, which is sufficient distance to pubs in the cities are 

not 100 blacks., and on 60 (pursuant to article 320, it is possible to do)[5]. However, he did not 

abandon the hope that soon those numbers about cities will be revised: the distance – in a big 

way, and the number of pubs is down [6]. 

Thus, we can see that the railroad contributed to the development of entrepreneurship, 

including attracted and liquor dealers. Article 320 of the Charter on drinking collection was 

aimed at the fight against alcoholism in areas where control over the workers was less than at 

railway stations. In our time, the sale of spirits at railway stations is prohibited [7].  
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